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With our solutions,  
we support people  
in expressing their  
genius at work.

Who we are and 
what we do

A B O U T  S E D U S

Sedus Stoll AG was founded in 1871 and is one of the 
leading European manufacturers of office solutions. 
The product range includes seating furniture, such as 
swivel and visitor chairs, as well as office, conference 
and contract furniture – all “Made in Germany.” 

The company headquarters is located in Dogern 
on the High Rhine in southern Germany. Another 
production site is in Geseke, North Rhine-Westphalia. 
Sedus is a company with a long tradition and more 
than 150 years of company history that has repeatedly 
set standards – in terms of ergonomics, manufacturing 
processes and sustainability. As a synonym for inno-
vation, technology and aesthetics, Sedus constantly 
enriches the “office world” with new product ideas 
and contemporary concepts. Sedus puts a strong 
focus on current trends and changes in the world 
of work. New organisational structures and forms 
of work require flexible, aesthetic furnishings and 
custom-made solutions that enhance collaboration, 
communication and movement. We place a particular 
emphasis on ensuring the health and well-being of all 
who use our furniture.

For further information, go to www.sedus.com
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Why mobile pedestals
M U L T I F U N C T I O N A L  O R  P E R S O N A L  S T O R A G E  S P A C E

Meeting  
& seating option  

Personal Storage space  
close to the workstation

The right pedestal for every room in every size 

             for every application

Individual
Storage space with  
numerous fitting and  
design options and a variety of other  

possible applications

Tidiness in the office, for individual or team workplaces, 
in the home office and in reception areas
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For perfect  
office organisation

P E D E S T A L S

Shelving for documents, desk utensils and personal items,  
a place to sit and stand at the workstation, room divider and 
extension of the desk area, stationary and mobile – the Sedus 
pedestal range offers far more than just storage space. This 
intelligently designed and highly versatile system assists in 
the daily running of the office and contributes to an optimised, 
efficient work flow.

Desk-height pedestals and mobile pedestals

Narrow pedestals
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Tall pedestal plus, tall pedestal

Mobile personal storage units
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As flexible as  
your requirements

M O B I L E  A N D  D E S K - H E I G H T  P E D E S T A L S

The mobile and desk-height pedestals offer a wide range of configuration options 
which allow them to be adapted both visually and functionally to the environment 
and intended use.

Modular system
The carcass, fronts and  

handles are available in any  
combination to match the  
office furnishings and the  
complete office furniture  

range from Sedus

Back panel
In-set or optionally smooth 
for a streamlined back 
panel appearance

Castors/glides
Desk-height pedestals come with height-adjustable glides with  
adjustment elements to enable adaptation to the height of the desk.  
With castors, the pedestal becomes a mobile workplace
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Fronts
The design-front range
as well as smooth  
fronts in real wood and 
melamine are available

Locking systems
With a central locking  
system, changeable cylinder 
and two turn keys

Side handle strip
The elegant solution for 
fronts without D-handles

D-handles
In various shapes  
and colours 

Drawers
The interior can be  
optimally organised to  
suit individual needs thanks  
to the handy accessories

Pull-out dynamics 
The steel drawers with 
cushioning effect and  
concealed guides are both 
easy and convenient to 
open to 75 or 105%

Seat cushion
The pedestal is thus transformed  
into a seating area directly at  
the workstation

Felt seat cushion
Flexible and light, available in  
may green, pastel turquoise,  
mango, stone and black
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The carcass, fronts and handles are available in any combination to match the office furnishings and the complete office furniture range from Sedus
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Plenty of storage space,  
minimal space requirements

N A R R O W  C O N T A I N E R S

The slim version of the mobile pedestals is not just suitable for smaller rooms, but  
also for desks with a smaller width. With their compact dimensions, the narrow pedestals  
also guarantee legroom and extend the work surface with additional storage space.

D-handles
In various shapes  
and colours 

Castors/glides
Narrow pedestals with castors for mobile use  
or, optionally, with glides

Pull-out dynamics 
The steel drawers with 
cushioning effect and 
concealed guides are both 
easy and convenient to 
open to 75 or 105%

The interior can be  
optimally organised to  
suit individual needs thanks 
to the handy accessories

Locking systems
With a central locking  
system, changeable  
cylinder and two turn keys

Side handle strip
The elegant solution 
for fronts without 
D-handles

Fronts
Smooth fronts in 
real wood and  
melamine are available
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Individual
Organisation panel with accessories in the third layer, magnetic board 
as an eyecatcher or a practical tray for utensils

Tall pedestal
Suitable for folders and hanging files and 

available in three different depths, these tall 
pedestals offer plenty of storage space.  

With their standing desk height, they can also 
act as a room divider and a contact point for 

spontaneous meetings

D-handles
Pedestal front with  
vertical or horizontal 
D-handle and series 
locking

From storage space  
to interior designer

T A L L  P E D E S T A L  P L U S  A N D  T A L L  P E D E S T A L

In open-plan offices with bench workstations or in small offices with single tables, Sedus tall 
pedestal plus units provide maximum personal storage space with maximum functionality. 

Tall pedestal plus in 3 versions
The available variants are the 
tall pedestal with 3 binder 
heights, the pedestal usable on 
both sides and the desk-height 
version with and without add-
on shelf. The tall pedestal plus 
units are available with various 
interiors and can be equipped 
with a wide range of accessories

Useful
Optionally with a  
compartment for 
valuables and a socket 
module
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Optical separation with easy screen and tall pedestal plus. 
These pedestals, usable on both sides, offer efficient 
storage space for two people at once

2. Concentrated work

The desk-height version with add-on shelf. Pulled  
out, the pedestal also acts as a return-table

1. Storage space at a single workstation

Four high pedestals with 3 binder heights, accessible on one 
side, add to a 4-seater bench and, at the same time, serve 
as a meeting point for communication while standing

The desk-height pedestals expand the work surface 
of the 4-seater bench

3. Teamwork

Mobile storage units with a horizontal tambour door 
can be put to good use in a number of ways in the  
office. With their various fitting components, they serve 
as versatile storage space or catering furniture, with 
their height, they are also suitable for zoning, as a 
communication element and as a standing workstation.

Versatile  
and on the move

M O B I L E  P E R S O N A L  S T O R A G E  U N I T S

Accessories
The function rail can be  
custom fitted with accessories.  
The folding coat hook and  
the socket module at the side
are also practical
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8 HU*
Height 542, width 430, depth 600/800 mm

8 HU
Height 542, width 330, depth 600 mm

9 HU
With a utensil tray on the inside
Height 542, width 430, depth 600/800 mm

9 HU
With a utensil tray on the inside
Height 542, width 330, depth 600 mm

9 HU
Height 592, width 430, depth 600/800 mm

9 HU
Height 592, width 330, depth 600 mm

Height 1148 (3 BH**), width 430, depth 436 mm Height 1148 (3 BH), width 600, depth 436 mm

The pedestal range overview
P E D E S T A L S

Mobile pedestals

Narrow containers

12 HU
Height 740, width 430, depth 600/800 mm

Desk-height pedestals

Mobile personal storage units Optionally with folder compartment or fold-up door, 3 or 4 drawers

* HU = Height unit    ** BH = Binder height
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Height 1148 (3 BH), width 550, depth 436 mm Height 1148 (3 BH), width 720, depth 436 mm

Height 1148 (3 BH), width 430, depth 800/900/1000 mm Height 1148 (3 BH), width 430,  
Depth 800/900/1000 mm

Accessible on one side,
1 drawer 2 HU

Accessible on one side,
2 drawers 2 HU and
hanging frame

Accessible on one side,
3 drawers 3 HU

Accessible on both sides,
two removable shelves  
on each side

Accessible on both sides,
three steel drawers

Optionally with shelves, steel drawers, filing frames or with catering inserts

Tall pedestal plus Tall pedestal

Mobile storage unit with horizontal tambour door

Accessible on one sideAccessible on one side,
1 drawer 3 HU

Accessible on one side,
2 drawers 3 HU and
hanging frame

Accessible on one side,
2 drawers 2 HU  
1 drawer 3 HU

Height 740, width 430, depth 800/900/1000 mm Height 408, width 430, depth 800/900/1000 mm

Tall pedestal plus, desk-height Add-on shelf

Black
Matt chrome-plated
White
Clear white
Chrome-plated

Black
Matt chrome-plated
Clear white
Chrome-plated

Folding 
transport handle 30 

D-handle 046 D-handle 051, 052, 053 D-handle 15 D-handle 16/17

Black
White
Matt aluminium
Clear white

Matt chrome-plated
Chrome-plated

Matt chrome-plated

Pedestal handle strip 30

Handles

Black
Dull brushed
Clear white
Chrome-plated

D-handle 050



K77
lichtgrau

light grey

gris clair 

lichtgrijs 

grigio chiaro 

gris claro

02/K58
arkticweiß

arctic white 

blanc arctique

arctic wit

bianco ghiaccio

blanco ártico

K70
graphitschwarz

graphite black

noir graphite

grafietzwart

nero grafite

negro grafito

K81
Eiche hell

Oak light

Chêne clair

Eiken licht

Rovere chiaro

Roble claro

232
weißaluminium

white aluminium

aluminium clair

wit aluminium

alluminio chiaro

aluminio claro

K80
Esche hell

Ash light

Frêne clair

Essen licht

Frassino chiaro

Fresno claro

K82
Eiche natur

Oak natural

Chêne naturel

Eiken natuur

Rovere naturale

Roble natural

K74
naturweiß

natural white

blanc naturel

natuurlijk wit

bianco naturale

blanco natural

N11 likewood
Eiche gekälkt

Oak lime washed

Chêne cérusé

Eiken gekalkt

Rovere sbiancato

Roble a la cal

K84
Nussbaum natur

Walnut natural

Noyer naturel

Noten natuur

Noce naturale

Nogal natural

N10 likewood
Eiche natur

Oak natural

Chêne naturel

Eiken natuur

Rovere naturale

Roble natural

K83
Eiche cognac

Oak cognac

Chêne cognac

Eiken cognac

Rovere cognac

Roble coñac

A14/K14/T14
reinweiß

pure white

blanc

zuiver wit

bianco

blanco

WOOD SELECTION

ARCHITECTURE LINE

Melamine · Melamine · Mélaminées · Melamine · Melaminico · Melamina
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Various materials and colours for the pedestal range allow a high degree  
of design freedom.

Room for 
individuality

V A R I A T I O N  A N D  D I V E R S I T Y

Design front colours Tambour colours

Melamines

Pure white Pure white White aluminium, mattArctic white Arctic white Clear white

Real wood veneers

Natural beech Natural oak

Wood Selection

Architecture Line Colour Harmony

Oak natural Chalked oak

A total of 16 veneers available

A total of 7 melamines available
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On site worldwide
S E D U S  C O N T A C T  D E T A I L S

• Austria: Vienna
• Belgium: Erembodegem-Aalst
• France: Paris
•  Germany: Berlin, Dogern, Geseke, 

Hamburg, Munich, Rhine-Main
• Italy: Cadorago
• Netherlands: Zoetermeer
• Spain: Madrid
• Switzerland: Rickenbach
• United Arab Emirates: Dubai
• United Kingdom: London

Visit us in one of our showrooms/hubs

Subsidiaries and sales partners
Headquarters in Dogern, Germany

Would you like to learn, read and see more about Sedus?
Visit us on our social media channels!



www.sedus.com
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”

Pedestals
are the multifunctional storage space  
that meet the most diverse requirements  
thanks to numerous configuration and  
design options.

“

S‡dus Design Team


